INTRODUCTION
In 2013, a group of reporters descended on San Antonio City Hall eager to document the inauguration of a momentous new tradition in city politics. Mayor Julián Castro looked effusive as he faced reporters and proudly announced the Thanksgiving pardon of a turkey named Drumstick. 1 Yet what feels out of place about Mayor Castro's display of Thanksgiving-spirited clemency is not the absurdity of a mayor pardoning a turkey, but the very thought of a mayor pardoning at all. While the pardon power has become ubiquitous with modern American presidents and governors, the clemency 2 potential of local government has largely gone ignored. 3 This blind spot in the clemency scholarship is detrimental because cities, like the states and the federal government, have the power to foist significant financial and legal consequences on municipal defendants. 2. "Clemency" is a multifaceted legal term that encompasses various forms of statesanctioned mercy and forgiveness. See Daniel T. Kobil, The Quality of Mercy Strained: Wresting the Pardoning Power from the King, 69 TEX. L. REV. 569, 575-78 (1991) . Pardons, amnesty, commutations, remissions of fines and forfeitures, and reprieves are all legal mechanisms that fall under the umbrella of clemency. Id . While this Note is focused primarily on understanding how the municipal pardon power operates within the gray area of state and local law, that is not to deny that there are clemency powers beyond pardons that have important implications for cities. These other aspects of clemency will be explored throughout the piece. In recent years, a public reckoning has exposed how local governments have weaponized broad criminal justice regimes to exploit vulnerable communities. For example, the Department of Justice's (DOJ) report on the Ferguson Police Department revealed that the city's courts and police force operationalized municipal fines to fund the city at the expense of its residents. 4 The DOJ noted that in 2013 alone, over 9,000 warrants were issued in Ferguson for cases involving minor violations like parking tickets and housing code violations. 5 The DOJ also emphasized the personal tolls that this system inflicted on individual residents. One African American woman who was interviewed for the investigation stated that she was forced to endure an odyssey of court dates, arrests, jail time, and additional fines all stemming from her inability to pay a single parking ticket. 6 Over seven years later, she is still making payments on a fine that has now more than tripled. 7 Similarly, in Chicago, poor residents have struggled with debt accumulated from unpaid parking, traffic, and vehicle compliance tickets. 8 The debt has become so crushing that many residents have turned to bankruptcy for relief. 9 Adding to the dire financial consequences of this situation, Chicago restricts access to municipal jobs and licenses for those with ticket debt. 10 Recognizing the great weight of municipal offenses, some mayors and mayoral hopefuls have taken decisive steps toward embracing their authority to grant pardons. 11 In May 2018, the Omaha City Council granted Mayor Jean Stothert's request to expand her mayoral pardon power. 12 9 . Id . 10 . Id . 11 . While there is a renewed interest in the municipal pardon power, the exercise of this power is not a modern phenomenon. See, e .g ., In re Monroe, 46 F. 52, 52-53, 59 (C.C.W.D. Ark. 1891) ("The mayor had wiped [the offense] out by his action . . . [the defendant] has been pardoned . . . .").
12 . Omaha City Council Broadens Mayor's Power to Pardon, U.S. NEWS & WORLD REP. (May 2, 2018, 10:19 AM), https://www.usnews.com/news/best-states/nebraska/articles/2018-05-02/omaha-city-council-broadens-mayors-power-to-pardon (on file with the Michigan Law Review). [Vol. 118:687 Code, from failing to restrain a dog to prostitution. 13 Similarly, in March 2019, Kansas City mayoral candidate Quinton Lucas pledged to use the pardon power to "extinguish all stand-alone convictions for minor municipal marijuana violations." 14 Despite the potential benefits of a pardon process, few cities have created a local clemency mechanism. 15 This means that while practically all state and federal crimes can be pardoned, the prospect of a municipal pardon may be a structural impossibility. In cities where a local pardon power has not been created and where the state is unable to grant relief at the local level, municipal defendants may not have any avenue to relief that is as effective or complete as receiving a pardon. 16 Defendants stuck within this lacuna of state and local law are trapped inside what this Note calls the "municipal clemency bind." Municipal defendants facing the threat of incarceration, fines, and collateral consequences should have the same access to clemency as state and federal defendants. This Note argues for an interpretation of the clemency power that is grounded in the doctrine of home rule and local police powers. Understanding the pardon power as compatible with home rule will enable and encourage more localities to embrace values of mercy and forgiveness. Part I provides a primer on the organization of local government and the structure of state-municipal sovereignty. Specifically, this Part examines the power that cities have to criminalize offenses, the consequences that these expansive penal powers have for municipal defendants, and the importance of pardons to our criminal justice system. Part II introduces the "municipal clemency bind" and describes the state and local mechanisms that deny defendants access to a pardon process. Part II then provides a solution to this problem by arguing that the municipal pardon power is justified under the doctrine of home rule. Finally, Part III analyzes the administrability of the municipal pardon power and identifies areas where clemency can be used as an instrument to remedy broader social problems. 13 proceedings] is wholly statutory."). Other postconviction relief mechanisms like habeas may exist for municipal offenses. Id . § 27:95. But these processes alone will not help guilty defendants who seek mercy and forgiveness for their crimes, nor will they help innocent defendants who are unable to present the kind of evidence necessary to have their convictions overturned. As discussed infra Section II.A, additional mechanisms like expungement cannot provide a substitute for a general clemency power.
I. THE INTERSECTION OF MUNICIPAL LAW, CRIMINAL JUSTICE, AND MERCY
Municipal power has expanded significantly over the last century, becoming an omnipresent force that affects the lives of many residents. The rise of municipal power reflects the shifting dynamics between state and local control. 17 As cities have accumulated power, municipal officials have embarked on ambitious social initiatives that have occasionally challenged the interests and powers guarded by their parent state. 18 Section I.A describes the organization of municipal government and examines how these structures empower or disempower local actors. This Section also explains how cities exercise local control through two different doctrines of statemunicipal sovereignty: Dillon's Rule and home rule. Section I.B catalogs the range of offenses and collateral consequences that stem from municipal criminal law. Section I.C provides a brief overview of the pardon power's importance to our constitutional order.
A. The Contours of Municipal Law 19
Depending on the state constitutional and statutory framework, a multiplicity of local government structures can exist within a single state. The council-manager and mayor-council systems remain the most common structural forms. 20 The council-manager form lodges virtually all power with the city council, which is empowered to pass laws and provide oversight for the general administration of the city through the appointment of a professional manager. 21 In contrast, the mayor-council form divides power between the mayor who is independently accountable to the electorate, and the city council. 22 Mayoral power in these two systems is generally characterized as "strong" or "weak" depending on the authority a city's form vests in the mayor. 23 pointment, and removal powers. 24 In council-manager cities, the mayor is often a de facto councilmember with no independent executive authority. 25 Municipal government does not provide a clean analogue to the traditional separation-of-powers doctrine that animates politics at the state and federal level because the functions of various city officials are often intermingled. 26 Nevertheless, some courts have shown a willingness to invalidate mayoral action that appears to encroach on the power of a coordinate "branch." 27 Other courts, however, have questioned the wisdom of mapping traditional separation-of-powers doctrine onto municipal governance. 28 The differences in the structure and division of power within local government affect how intergovernment conflict, corruption, and the general administrability of the municipal pardon power are understood. 29 A locality's ability to pursue policies like clemency is also affected by the basic structural relationship between a city and its parent state. "Dillon's Rule" and "home rule" are the two primary models of municipal selfgovernance that loosely define the level of control afforded to a city. 30 Dillon's Rule, named after Judge John Forrest Dillon, who published one of the preeminent treatises on municipal law, 31 provides cities with only those powers that are "granted in express words," "necessarily or fairly implied in or incident to the powers expressly granted," or truly "essential to the accomplishment of the declared objects and purposes of the corporation." 32 Dillon's Rule privileges the parent state's right to exercise significant control over how cities operate, leaving cities with limited local authority. As a result, Dillon's Rule "conforms to the common understanding that municipali- 2d 193, 194-95 (Fla. 1971 ) (affirming the ability of the mayor to "take command" of a city's forces in a state of emergency, but prohibiting the mayor from enacting a curfew and setting penalties for its violation). The Supreme Court of Florida took specific pains to highlight the principles of separation of powers even in the municipal context: "It was the Commission as the sole legislative body, and not the Mayor, which was empowered to enact ordinances by Resolution establishing any violations and penalties. . . . We must zealously guard America's traditional separation of powers in the legislative, executive and judicial bodies of government . . . ." Id . at 194 (citation omitted).
28 ties are inferior creatures of the state . . . [and] recognizes the existence of very limited and derivative local authority in decision-making." 33 In contrast, home rule gives cities wider latitude to pursue policies free from state interference. 34 Although home rule tends to confer greater autonomy, cities must still rely on their parent states to delegate authority through statute or a state constitutional provision. 35 Home rule is best understood in terms of the dual objectives of the doctrine. 36 First, home rule can grant a city the ability to draft its own charter and pass ordinances in substantive areas that have not been expressly authorized by the state. 37 Second, home rule can immunize a city from state interference into that local decisionmaking process. 38 While home rule does not guarantee complete local control, 39 it can facilitate a city's ability to use the police power to address issues of local concern. 40 For example, in Washington, the state constitution allows cities to exercise "all such local police, sanitary and other regulations" that are not in conflict with the state's general laws. 41 The broad police power created under this system has been used to justify everything from antigaming ordinances to the provision of broadband internet services. 42 Within home rule, there is variation with respect to the underlying legal theories that support the doctrine. 43 Some states have followed the imperium in imperio model, which creates a mini federal system in which "the state concern[s] itself with statewide affairs" and "local matters [are] constitutionally delegated to local authorities." 44 This system creates a safe harbor where cities acting within the sphere of "local" concern are effectively shielded from state intervention. 45 But historically, state courts have shown a willingness to cabin local autonomy by narrowly interpreting the scope of "local" concern. 46 In contrast, some states have followed the model suggested by the National League of Cities, which "grants municipal corporations all powers not expressly denied to them by statute." 47 This approach, often referred to as "legislative home rule," shifts the authority to define municipal power to the state legislature. 48 The major limitation of local power in this system is that when local law and state law do conflict, the doctrine of preemption acts to resolve the conflict in favor of the state. 49 The debate over municipal power has evolved significantly over the last century. In 1902, the Supreme Court's opinion in Hunter v . City of Pittsburgh reflected the general consensus that cities are "political subdivisions of the State, created as convenient agencies for exercising such of the governmental powers of the State as may be entrusted to them." 50 The Court explained that the state retains the absolute discretion to determine the extent of the powers conferred upon cities. 51 Under this Dillon's Rule framework, municipalities "exist[] only by an act of the state, and the state, as creator, has plenary power to alter, expand, contract or abolish at will any or all local units." 52 This century-old understanding of municipal power has remained prominent in the minds of many legal scholars. 53 Yet the conventional wisdom surrounding municipal power ignores many of the formal and informal legal powers that local governments possess. 54 This conventional wisdom also fails to acknowledge some of the rationales for local independence, like the need of a city to respond proactively to emerging challenges. 55 Thus, cities had to "embrace new definitions of local concern that the 'anachronistic' traditional model did not contemplate." 56 In the context of municipal criminal law, the sheer breadth of home rule should not be understated. Like the taxing and zoning power, a city's ability to enact criminal laws in accordance with home rule has received broad deference. 58 As a result, localities have long enjoyed substantial authority to criminalize behavior that offends the public order. 59 In fact, cities often have so much discretion that it is not uncommon for concurrent criminal jurisdiction to exist simultaneously between a city and the state. 60 Even ordinances that appear to conflict with state statutes have been upheld by courts. 61 Thus, cities have considerable authority to control their own affairs, especially as it relates to public safety and punishing criminal behavior.
B. Municipal Criminal Law and Its Consequences
Cities have the ability to criminalize a variety of behaviors, including obscenity, gambling, prostitution, unlawful restraint, driving under the influence (DUI), indecent exposure, drug possession, shoplifting, vandalism, resisting arrest, and firearm possession. 62 Like states, cities have the power to punish these offenses through imprisonment and fines. 63 Even at the local level, ordinance violations and other criminal sanctions can carry severe consequences. For example, courts have upheld the constitutionality of city ordinances that require convicted defendants to serve mandatory jail sentences. 64 Courts have also upheld a city's right to levy seemingly exorbitant fines. 65 And even more troubling, municipal courts have exercised their authority to jail defendants for their inability to pay minor violation fees like parking tickets. 66 violations of local law, these convictions have serious social implications for an individual's reputation and self-worth. 67 A single conviction can impose grievous and lifelong collateral consequences on an individual's ability to participate meaningfully in society. 68 While collateral consequences are typically understood in the context of state and federal convictions, municipal offenses can also impose serious burdens on defendants. Under certain state, federal, and even foreign laws, a prior municipal conviction may affect sentence enhancements, 69 international travel, 70 impeachment, 71 firearm rights, 72 the pursuit of public office, 73 licensing, 74 professional discipline, 75 1, 8-9 (2016) ("Surveys reveal that up to 92% of employers use criminal background checks in their hiring decisions and that a criminal record reduces the likelihood of a callback by 50%."). municipal convictions. An immigrant who is convicted of a crime of moral turpitude that is punishable by a year or more in jail is subject to deportation. 77 Because municipal offenses can be punished as misdemeanors with a term of imprisonment of up to a year in jail, a municipal conviction can complicate an individual's ability to resist removal. 78 This long list of offenses and their attendant collateral consequences demonstrates that a municipal violation can mean more than just a littering citation or a traffic ticket. It can mean a lifelong badge of inferiority that even the innocent may be forced to bear. 79 This is precisely why the pardon power is so essential for the maintenance of an equitable criminal justice system.
C. The Importance of Pardons to the Constitutional Order
The pardon power in the United States has been described as a "living fossil" 80 -it balances the deferential English traditions of royal prerogative that created the power 81 and our modern skepticism of executive authority. 82 At common law, the pardon power was grounded in the King's royal prerogative to grant mercy. 83 In a criminal system that afforded little discretion and flexibility in punishment, a power of this kind was fundamental. 84 Not surprisingly, the pardon power of the Crown was expansive. For example, the Crown could "pardon offenses either before or after indictment, conviction, and sentencing" and could "grant conditional or unconditional pardons 77. 8 U.S.C. § 1227(a)(2)(A) (2012). Note, the statute lays out other categories of offenses beyond crimes of moral turpitude that would affect a determination of removal. Id 84 . Id . at 479 ("Prior to the sixteenth century, the common law treated all homicides as felonies. In a society with no other means of flexibility, the pardon served as the sole instrument of justice for those who should not be punished.").
[Vol. 118:687 based on the performance of a precedent or subsequent action." 85 For the most part, the pardon power was also absolute. With the exception of the crisis surrounding the impeachment of Thomas Osborne, Earl of Danby in 1678, "[t]he vesting of the clemency power in the Crown had survived in virtually absolute form for almost 165 years." 86 The influence of this English tradition eventually found its way into colonial America as the Crown delegated broad clemency authority to the colonies. 87 Even after emancipation, the influence of this English legacy reverberated throughout the United States. 88 At the 1787 Constitutional Convention, figures like Alexander Hamilton and Edmund Randolph grappled with what constitutional limitations, if any, would be placed on executive clemency. 89 Proposed limitations on the pardon power were rejected in favor of an expansive definition of executive clemency. 90 Motivating this decision was an interest in having a robust check on the judicial branch. 91 But the Framers were also interested in the clemency power's "justice-enhancing function" and its potential to serve the nation's "public welfare." 92 As Alexander Hamilton stated in Federalist 74: "The criminal code of every country partakes so much of necessary severity, that without an easy access to exceptions in favor of unfortunate guilt, justice would wear a countenance too sanguinary and cruel." 93 The Framers may not have envisioned the problems plaguing the modern criminal justice system, but they certainly understood that clemency has a role to play in remedying unjust criminal penalties.
Despite the potential merits of an expansive clemency power, the lack of substantive checks on the power has invited criticism from scholars who be- lieve it breeds abuse. 94 Nevertheless, the power holds a fundamental place in our nation's history and legal tradition. At a basic level, a pardon can provide defendants not only with forgiveness, but also relief from the consequences of a conviction. Where courts may be unable to act for procedural reasons, clemency provides a fail-safe that protects defendants from unjust punishment. 95 Chief Justice Rehnquist echoed this sentiment in Herrera v . Collins, remarking that "[c]lemency is deeply rooted in our Anglo-American tradition of law, and is the historic remedy for preventing miscarriages of justice where judicial process has been exhausted." 96 While clemency is generally framed in terms of tangible consequences like fines and jail time, petitions for clemency also facilitate the expression of values like forgiveness and mercy. 97 An example of the redemptive function of clemency can be found in Omaha, Nebraska, where a resident seeking a pardon was recently quoted as saying: "I wanted to ask [for a pardon] even if I didn't get it . . . . I wanted to express my regret, and so I did. I expressed my regret." 98 With all of these important functions in mind, it is unacceptable that a municipal clemency power is not part of every local criminal justice system.
II. EFFECTUATING THE MUNICIPAL PARDON POWER
Whether elected officials regularly use the pardon power or not, clemency plays an important role in our criminal justice system. Political officials of all stripes often debate whether a grant of clemency is justified. 99 But even the most "law and order" among them would likely agree that, at a basic level, clemency should exist. 100 It is surprising, then, that municipal defendants across the country are left without any access to clemency. Section II.A introduces the "municipal clemency bind" and explains how it perpetuates a criminal justice system that offers municipal defendants no hope of clemency. Section II.B proposes that cities utilize the doctrine of home rule to create a local clemency process. 94 . See, e .g ., Jorgensen, supra note 85, at 346 (noting that the controversies surrounding the Iran-Contra scandal "provide incentive to reassess the nature and scope of the president's clemency powers" The vast majority of state and federal defendants have some basic access to a pardon process. 101 Why, then, are so many municipal defendants left without any access to clemency? In other words, what is stopping a governor from simply issuing a pardon for a municipal offense? While some consider cities as simply creatures of the state, 102 many state courts have declined to extend the governor's pardon power 103 to include municipal offenses. 104 In fact, Kentucky even enshrines this gubernatorial limitation explicitly in its state constitution. 105 Though state constitutions often contain expansive gubernatorial pardon language, that does not necessarily mean that the governor or an analogous state body will actually have the ability to issue a municipal pardon. For example, under the New Mexico Constitution, the governor has the "power to grant reprieves and pardons, after conviction for all offenses except treason and in cases of impeachment." 106 Despite this seemingly broad constitutional mandate, the New Mexico Supreme Court has limited the governor's pardon power to state offenses only. 107 These limitations on the gubernatorial pardon power seem like a violation of first-order principles within state-municipal governance. After all, while states can grant cities the authority to order their own local affairs, the 102. Briffault, supra note 52, at 7. 103. To avoid technical confusion, this Note will refer to the gubernatorial pardon power as the general power of the state to pardon. While every state provides the governor with at least some control over the pardon process, see 50-State Comparison, supra note 101, the ultimate decisionmaking power may be in the hands of an independent body. For example, in Connecticut, all pardon decisions are subject to the discretion of a board appointed by the governor. CONN In holding that the gubernatorial pardon power does not extend to municipal defendants, courts have put forward rationales that remarkably carve out an island of sovereignty at the expense of the state. In City of Paris v . Hinton, the Kentucky Court of Appeals alluded to a city's "interest" in controlling the fines and penalties associated with local offenses and suggested that this interest could be obstructed by the intrusion of a gubernatorial pardon. 110 The Hinton court also reasoned that the governor could not pardon municipal offenses because the governor's prerogative did not encompass the enforcement of local law. 111 Without that duty, the court saw "no reason which require [d] [it] to extend the meaning of the words used in them to embrace the enforcement of municipal ordinances or so as to give him the power to pardon infractions of them." 112 Similarly, in State ex rel . Kansas City v . Renick, the Supreme Court of Missouri justified limiting the governor's ability to pardon municipal offenses on the grounds that "the pardoning power of the state executive reaches only to matters in which the state is interested." 113 The Renick court went on to determine that the term "offenses," as used in the state constitution's pardon provision, encompassed only violations of state law. 114 The court seemed to be highlighting a distinction between the nature of state and municipal offenses that justified excluding gubernatorial control over municipal clemency. 115 here is a well-recognized distinction between the nature of offenses which consist in violation of city ordinances and of those which consist in the violation of a state law . . . ."); see also City of Clovis v. Hamilton, 62 P.2d 1151, 1151 (N.M. 1936) ("[A]ll the authorities hold that a violation of a city ordinance is not an offense against the state.").
115. While the distinction between the nature of state and municipal offenses is not necessarily rigorously examined within the limited confines of municipal pardon jurisprudence, [Vol. 118:687 law suggests that municipal defendants are unlikely to secure-or in some cases are constitutionally barred from securing-a gubernatorial pardon. 116 Unfortunately, this line of cases means that municipal defendants may not be able to secure a direct pardon from the state. 117 With the state unable to fill this vacuum, the question of how cities can help municipal defendants seek relief becomes critical.
States have attempted to take some of the guesswork out of determining the proper legal foundation for the municipal pardon power by granting cities and towns the power to control clemency for themselves. For example, Alabama, 118 116. This is not to say that it would be impossible for the State to endow itself with the power of municipal clemency. The Supreme Court of Mississippi acknowledged as much in Allen, where the Court in dicta stated that the "Legislature can confide the power to the Governor to pardon for offenses against municipal ordinances." Allen v. McGuire, 57 So. 217, 217 (Miss. 1912) .
117. In addition to the state court jurisprudence limiting the authority of governors to pardon municipal offenses, states may also have a normative instinct to impose boundaries on their own power. See, e .g ., Jim Brunner & Asia Fields, Gov . Jay Inslee Offers Pardons for Thousands with Misdemeanor Pot Convictions, SEATTLE TIMES (Jan. 4, 2019, 9:30 AM), https:// www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/politics/gov-jay-inslee-offers-pardons-for-thousandswith-misdemeanor-pot-convictions/ [https://perma.cc/X8HY-6GQU] (noting that Washington Governor Jay Inslee's marijuana clemency initiative specifically exempts relief for those convicted of municipal offenses).
118. ALA. CODE § 12-14-15 (LexisNexis 2012 ) . 130. Interestingly, Vermont does not enumerate general municipal clemency powers, but instead endows these powers with specific cities. See, e .g ., VT. STAT. ANN. tit. 24 app., § 7-9 (2013) ("The Mayor [of Newport], with the consent of the Board of Aldermen, shall have the a pardon power but nevertheless recognize other municipal clemency powers like the ability to remit fines and commute sentences.
But where should municipal defendants turn if there are no state or local clemency procedures established? The situation is further complicated by the fact that other procedures, such as expungement, fail to serve as an adequate substitute for a clemency power. 131 While expungement can function as a safety valve that helps address many of the concerns raised by the absence of a pardon power, 132 it alone cannot solve the municipal clemency bind. First, expungement law varies widely between states. This is because, in the absence of some kind of exceptional circumstance, the procedure is typically available only by statute. 133 Some states make expungement easy and accessible. In Wisconsin, defendants who are under the age of twenty-five at the time of the offense are eligible to have certain offenses expunged immediately after completion of their sentence. 134 Other states have expungement-like procedures that relieve defendants of a conviction's collateral consequences. For example, Colorado courts have the discretion to immediately relieve collateral consequences, such as those that might manifest in housing or employment, for offenders who are not sentenced to a term of incarceration. 135 But in many states, the scope and availability of relief through expungement is often limited by the criminal history of the petitioner and the offense for which they were convicted. For example, in Mississippi, expungement of non-traffic-related misdemeanors is only available to first-time offenders. 136 In North Carolina, adult defendants can only seek expungement for nonviopower to remit penalties for the breach of City ordinances, in whole or in part, and shall cause the reason for such remission to be entered on the City records."); VT. STAT. ANN. tit. 24 app., 137 And in Arizona, courts are prohibited from setting aside a conviction when the violation fits the nebulous definition of a "dangerous offense." 138 Even in states that do have an adequate expungement process, municipal defendants should nevertheless be permitted to pursue multiple avenues of clemency. After all, if expungement were a sufficient safety valve on its own, then the rationale for state pardons would inevitably collapse. Further, expungement cannot completely fill the void of clemency powers generally. Expungement is not typically used to commute a sentence 139 or remit a fine, 140 and many expungement-like procedures are not guaranteed to have the same legal effect in eliminating collateral consequences as a pardon. 141 A system built exclusively on expungement also raises concerns about the necessary role clemency plays in our larger criminal justice system. A modern understanding of the pardon power recognizes its "public" nature and the importance this executive power can play in shaping a larger constitutional scheme. 142 In contrast, expungement typically involves an individualized evaluation process in which a defendant initiates relief by petitioning the court. 143 These qualities may make it difficult for expungement to be used as an effective public policy device. Where courts can be slow and deliberate, a local official can use the pardon power to act proactively in the public interest.
Ultimately, the biggest obstacle for municipal defendants seeking relief is not the limitations that courts have placed on the gubernatorial pardon power or the inadequacy of mechanisms like expungement. Instead, it is the fact that few cities have taken it upon themselves to create a clemency process at the local level. Where the state is prohibited from granting a pardon and where the city believes it is unable to establish a basic pardon process, municipal defendants are stuck in a bind that does not affect similarly situated state and federal defendants. States can provide cities with clemency powers through statute. 144 But cities, especially those with robust local criminal enforcement schemes, do not have to wait for the state to act. Instead, they should invoke the doctrine of home rule to advocate for a municipal pardon power.
B. Locating the Pardon Power Within the Doctrine of Home Rule
Municipal clemency should not be thought of as challenging the boundaries of local action. Rather, the clemency power should be understood as a logical extension of the police powers already provided by home rule. If one assumes, as home rule states do, that cities are entitled to a measure of autonomy-especially when it comes to the exercise of their police powersthen a municipal pardon power should be made more widely available. This Section situates the pardon power within a broader legal framework rooted in basic home rule principles. 145 Though few cities have embraced its use, the municipal pardon power is an appropriate application of a city's police power. The social and economic costs that municipal fines and convictions impose on communities are matters of local concern that cities have an inherent interest in addressing. Thus, a municipal pardon power, operationalized under the police power, is a tool that cities can use to manage the struggles of municipal defendants. The history of municipal power reflects a distinct "public" character premised on local police powers and regulation in the public interest. 146 While the amount of authority provided to cities can vary, home rule generally gives 144 . See, e .g ., ALA. CODE § 12-14-15 (LexisNexis 2012). A statutory grant of pardon authority is not an answer to the municipal clemency bind. For example, a group of lawyers lobbied Ferguson Mayor James Knowles III to grant amnesty to nonviolent offenders in 2014. Jason Rosenbaum, Attorneys Ask Ferguson's Mayor to Commute Non-Violent Ordinance Offenses, ST. LOUIS PUB. RADIO (Aug. 26, 2014), https://news.stlpublicradio.org/post/attorneysask-fergusons-mayor-commute-non-violent-ordinance-offenses#stream/0 [https://perma.cc /98TK-DDMX]. Even though Missouri provides some cities with local clemency powers through statute, the statute applies to "third class cities," which does not include Ferguson. Id . Adding to this problem, the city has not taken the initiative to create a local clemency power for itself. Id .
145. This Section focuses on home rule jurisdictions. Cities would likely find it too difficult to justify the local creation of a pardon power under Dillon's Rule.
146 . See WILLIAM J. NOVAK, THE PEOPLE'S WELFARE: LAW AND REGULATION IN NINETEENTH-CENTURY AMERICA 12 (1996) ("The legal doctrines and practices guaranteeing the rights of municipalities to regulate social and economic life were testaments to the importance of nonconstitutional public law to the American polity."). cities police powers to enact local law without the permission of the state. 147 A city's ability to use its police powers to regulate the "health, comfort and general welfare" of its residents has long been recognized and affirmed. 148 Over time, the police power has evolved to embrace more applications of local control. As the New Mexico Supreme Court stated in State ex rel . Hughes v . Cleveland, "[t]raditionally, [the police power] was limited in its operation to laws concerned with the public health, safety and morals. This historic field for its operation now has been extended to embrace laws for the promotion of the general welfare, prosperity, comfort and convenience." 149 The quality of life in a community can be seriously affected by aggressive penal regimes that compound problems like financial instability 150 and recidivism. 151 Recognizing that these issues are matters of local concern, cities have used a broad conception of the police power to address these problems. For example, cities across the country have pursued initiatives to ease the burden that the formerly incarcerated face when searching for employment. 152 Cities like Los Angeles have put the police power to work by passing ordinances that prohibit employers from discriminating on the basis of an applicant's criminal history. 153 Specifically, Los Angeles's 2017 ordinance highlighted the city's interest in "eliminating [barriers] to employment," "reducing recidivism," and facilitating reintegration for those with prior convictions. 154 If a city can justify an employment discrimination ordinance under the familiar refrain of promoting the "public health, safety and welfare" of its residents, 155 then the creation of a local clemency power must also be justified. Municipal clemency could be used to discharge debt, prevent unnecessary incarceration, and remove collateral consequences that hinder an individual's ability to integrate and contribute to his or her community. 156 Considering municipal clemency's wide range of applications, there are many ways the power could be used to effectuate a city's interest in protecting the general welfare of its residents.
Not only is the pardon power an acceptable application of the state's police power, it is also a logical complement to a city's existing criminal en- forcement powers. If state courts are comfortable upholding exercises of the police power like the implementation of a public nudity ordinance, 157 then there should be some space in the doctrine to accommodate a city's use of the clemency power to pardon that same behavior. Home rule gives cities the authority to construct sweeping penal systems that criminalize a litany of criminal behaviors. 158 If a city is given broad discretion to penalize, then the power to forgive should be implied in that power. 159 One potential difficulty in harmonizing the pardon power and traditional understandings of municipal control may be that clemency is typically thought of as an executive power. 160 It is unclear where distinctly executive actions fit into this clemency framework because some states define municipal authority in terms of legislative power. 161 As Dillon states, cities are endowed with powers by the legislature and these powers are of a "legislative and administrative" character. 162 Ordinances that regulate matters like waste disposal or the obstruction of thoroughfares are part and parcel of that power. But compared to these quintessentially legislative actions, does the executive character of the pardon power somehow create dissonance? First, the distinction between executive and legislative functions may be inapt considering the overlapping nature of municipal government. 163 Second, even if this distinction is salient, framing the pardon power as a purely executive function may not be necessary. After all, the pardon processes in some states reflect a trend toward decentralizing executive control of clemency. 164 This trend also appears at the local level, where the mayoral power to grant clemency is expressly conditioned on the approval of nonexecutive officials. 165 Furthermore, some state courts have rejected the proposition that municipal clemency must be birthed in the cradle of executive authority. In Moore v . City of Newport, the Kentucky Court of Appeals stated that the municipal pardon power does not have to be vested in the mayor. 166 level, framing the pardon power as a purely executive function may not be necessary. Finally, even if the pardon power is purely executive, mayors have performed executive functions like protecting a city from insurrection and restricting behavior in a state of emergency. 167 As a result, executive action is not itself in conflict with the character of municipal power. Cities hoping to institute a local clemency power must also confront the threat of preemption. Preemption is a driving force that defines the outer limits of a city's home rule power in most jurisdictions. 168 Traditional applications of home rule "favored city power that did not interfere, or have the potential to interfere, with state-level schemes that could be applied evenly." 169 Where there is a conflict between state and local law, the doctrine of preemption mandates that the conflict be resolved in favor of the superior authority. 170 In the pardon power context, however, preemption problems are a remote concern. Express preemption is a nonissue because no state has explicitly forbidden a city from exercising a municipal pardon power. 171 Implied preemption, either through conflict or field preemption, 172 is also unlikely to present a threat to a local clemency power. 173 Intrastate conflict preemption occurs when a local law "substantially interferes with state law or the state's constitutional responsibilities." 174 It is difficult to imagine a situation in which a city's local clemency power would literally conflict with or frustrate the state's clemency objectives. Courts that have addressed the topic of state control of municipal clemency have held that states have no authority to grant a municipal pardon. 175 Thus, a city's local clemency action cannot conflict with an objective or power that the state does not possess. The municipal clemency jurisprudence also reflects the sentiment that states have a limited enforcement duty with respect to local law. 176 This further supports the proposition that the state has little claim over the area of municipal clemency. The state does have an interest in controlling clemency for state-level offenses, but a city's exercise of a local clemency power does not obstruct that prerogative.
Even if one assumes that the state does have some recognized interest or power in the arena of municipal clemency, conflict preemption still poses a negligible threat because a conflict between state and local control of municipal clemency is not necessarily presumed. Unlike areas such as international relations where the superiority and exclusiveness of a department or entity's power must be given near total deference, 177 the pardon power does not operate under the same imperative. It is not necessary that the pardon power be held exclusively by one entity. At the federal level, an exclusive power doctrine has theoretically not stopped Congress from holding an amnesty power. 178 Similarly, many states structure the pardon power around a powersharing arrangement between the governor and the legislature. 179 Even though basic tenets of federalism stop federal and state officials from holding a concurrent pardon power for state and federal offenses, 180 this same dynamic should not apply to municipal pardons. First, several states have already recognized or hinted at a form of joint authority for powers that could be shared between state and municipal executives. Illinois, for instance, expressly allows cities to exercise power "concurrently with the State . . . to the extent that the [legislature] by law does not specifically limit the concurrent exercise or specifically declare the State's exercise to be exclusive." 181 In Allen v . McGuire, the Supreme Court of Mississippi stated that the legislature could theoretically give the governor the power to pardon municipal offenses, but it did not expressly rule out the possibility that the municipal pardon power could be exercised at both the state and local levels. 182 Second, the logic of concurrent power aligns with the general ap- [Vol. 118:687 proach courts have used to "preserve local autonomy by avoiding the finding of a state-local conflict" and "determin[ing] that differing state and local regulations of the same subject are not inconsistent." 183 Likewise, field preemption does not present an obstacle to a city's local clemency pursuits. Intrastate field preemption occurs when the state's regulation of an area of law is so extensive that it prohibits a city from supplementing the field with its own enactments. 184 But in the municipal clemency context, states have passed statutes that expressly delegate the municipal pardon power directly to cities. 185 In fact, the state regulations that do exist are premised on cities having the basic authority to enact a local clemency power. 186 Were these states actually interested in occupying the field, they would not have expressly invited cities to control clemency for themselves.
Even if one accepts the proposition that the pardon power is preempted, that would lead to the conclusion that municipal criminal law, generally, would also be preempted. Traditionally, the state legislature was responsible for determining the definition and scope of criminal punishment. 187 This was especially true in the context of "general criminal laws." 188 However, "any inference of state hegemony with respect to criminal law making would be entirely incorrect." 189 For example, criminal assault and battery offenses are generally considered state concerns, yet violations involving physical violence are still criminalized at the municipal level. 190 Once it is established that a city is acting within the confines of home rule, the next issue is determining where that power is anchored. Unlike the United States Constitution, most municipal charters do not feature a vesting clause that would allow a mayor to command a swath of implied powers. Courts would likely insist that the pardon power still be grounded in some kind of explicit authorization. 191 But as long as the action is properly local, is authorized by local law, and does not trigger preemption issues, a city should be able to exercise the pardon power in accordance with home rule.
Ultimately, the broad leeway cities have with respect to local criminal law supports the justification of the pardon power as a matter of responsive if it conferred the municipal pardon power onto the governor that it would have to simultaneously divest the city of its power. a mayor has only that authority which is expressly or impliedly conferred upon him by charter or by the council acting within the scope of the charter."). and practical governance. 192 For example, the Supreme Court has articulated little concern about the lack of judicial controls over municipal criminal law. 193 Without substantive judicial controls, the pardon power becomes perhaps the only way for some municipal defendants to seek forgiveness, correct injustices, and relieve the collateral consequences of conviction. While the pardon power could address these important social issues, it could also give rise to serious abuses. Cities must confront how to integrate and manage this power at the local level.
III. THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE MUNICIPAL PARDON POWER
In 1988, H.T. Mathis, the Mayor of Florala, Alabama, was impeached and removed from office on charges of neglect of duty and incompetence stemming from his use of the pardon power. 194 Mayor Mathis stood accused of abusing his office after pardoning "more than 100 traffic offenders, including 27 drunken drivers." 195 A city clerk even quoted the mayor as saying, "I have more power than Ronald Reagan." 196 Mayor Mathis epitomizes the dark mythology of local politics: corrupt mayors, abuses of power, and a community powerless to effect change. Mayor Mathis's exercise of the pardon power, and other abuses like it, may cast doubt on the efficacy of vesting a pardon power in a municipal authority. On the other hand, Mayor Mathis's demise serves as an important reminder that, even at the local level, abuses of power can be controlled by public scrutiny and proper structural checks. Cities need not fear that the pardon power will devolve into a cabal of palm-greasing and double-dealing.
A thoughtfully designed and implemented process can ensure that local officials exercise their clemency powers responsibly. Further, letting the fear of corruption dash the creation of a local clemency process not only denies individual defendants the benefits of a pardon power, but it also squanders the opportunity to utilize clemency as a tool to remedy broader social issues. This Part examines the administrability of the municipal clemency process and analyzes the policy rationales that justify the pardon power. Section III.A discusses the social imperative of instituting a municipal clemency process. Section III.B addresses concerns about local corruption and describes various checks that would curb improper uses of the power. Finally, Section III.C outlines specific policy proposals that would not only guard against the possibility of local corruption but also encourage local officials to use clemency effectively. justice reform, especially when mayors could use the pardon power to provide immediate relief.
The history and constitutional tradition of clemency in the United States also support the use of the pardon power as a broad instrument of social policy. Modern history is replete with examples of "activist" pardoners-in-chief. President Jimmy Carter's grant of amnesty to Vietnam draft evaders 203 and President Barack Obama's 2014 Clemency Initiative 204 are both examples of ambitious social policies centered on executive clemency. There is no reason to believe that municipal clemency could not be deployed in the same way. 205 
B. Municipal Authorities Can Be Trusted with a Pardon Power
Fears of local corruption should not stop cities from instituting a local clemency process. State and federal officials are entrusted with a panoply of awesome powers that can run afoul of democratic institutions and ideals when used improperly. 206 But when power is abused, competing branches of government and voters can engage accountability mechanisms. 207 The same is true for municipal clemency. The municipal pardon power can be premised on a system of robust checks and balances and political accountability. Even though the specter of corruption is often lodged in society's conventional understanding of local politics, it is worth noting that Americans still trust local government more than state government. 208 Like federal and state pardons, some municipal pardons may lead to graft. 209 History shows, however, that officials entrusted with the pardon power generally exercise restraint in the face of political realities. 210 Like [Vol. 118:687 Mayor Mathis, those that do issue "unscrupulous" pardons often pay the political consequences of those actions. 211 Beyond the political check from voters, municipal officials would also have to be mindful of institutional checks within local government. Even at the local level, the "executive" and "legislative" branches of government can police each other's actions. 212 Some state legislatures have even made concerted efforts to limit the gubernatorial pardon power after instances of unscrupulous pardons. 213 As detailed in the next Section, a city council or analogous municipal body could do the same.
There are also practical limitations built into the structure of local governments that can curb an overexpansive use of the municipal pardon power. Imagine a situation in which a mayor gets into a political skirmish with a local law enforcement official. In an act of political retribution, the mayor preemptively pardons all municipal offenders who happen to have been cited, fined, or arrested that day. The mayor's actions would effectively turn the acts of local law enforcement into a nullity. Beyond earning the ire of voters and other local political institutions, the mayor's overexpansive use of the pardon power would create serious consequences for the integrity of the city. Likewise, a clemency policy of mass pardons and accompanying remittances could dramatically impair a city's revenue stream. 214 This reality would cause the municipal authority to internalize the economic costs of using the pardon power too liberally. Together, these institutional realities are among the many checks that reduce the likelihood of unscrupulous pardons.
C. The Responsible Administration of the Municipal Pardon Power
Even if Mayor Mathis is the rule rather than the exception, there are ways to vindicate the municipal pardon power while insulating the city from potential abuse. The United States Constitution places few textual restrictions on the presidential pardon power. In fact, Alexander Hamilton was skeptical of any language that might hamper the president's ability to exercise this power. 215 States, though, have experimented with various checks on the gubernatorial pardon power to promote accountability.
Local governments should draw from the lessons of these state pardon processes and create a municipal pardon authority that is cabined by public notice and internal checks. Notice requirements are found in many state pardon procedures. For example, the Arkansas Constitution requires the governor to provide the legislature with information about the individuals he or she has pardoned and the reasons for the pardon. 216 The Maryland Constitution provides that information about the pardon be published in a newspaper. 217 And in Alabama, the Board of Pardon and Paroles may not issue a pardon unless the action is taken at an "open public meeting" and notice is given to the state attorney general, the chief of police, the county sheriff, and the district attorney and trial judge who participated in the case. 218 These constitutional provisions, along with similar state statutory provisions, ensure transparency and give voters access to valuable information that can be used as a political check. 219 Cities could similarly include notice requirements when designing the clemency process. 220 Cities should also consider adopting a pardon approval process like those found in Massachusetts and Rhode Island. In Massachusetts, the governor's ability to pardon is conditioned on the advice of a separate elected entity, the Massachusetts Governor's Council. 221 Modeling the municipal pardon power off of this mechanism would create an extra layer of accountability. Alternatively, cities and towns could rely on the already-existing city council as an advice and consent mechanism. Rhode Island uses this approach by conditioning the governor's ability to pardon on the advice and [Vol. 118:687 consent of the state senate. 222 The efficacy of the Massachusetts and Rhode Island approaches will inevitably depend on the size of the city and the way the clemency power is structured. 223 Smaller cities may not have the resources or demand to justify a Massachusetts-modeled body to independently evaluate the clemency actions of municipal officials. And though the possibility of multiple layers of checks provides robust oversight in theory, in practice it could completely paralyze the power. 224 While cities will have to take into account their own unique circumstances, there are plenty of ways to tailor these accountability mechanisms to local needs.
CONCLUSION
Municipal governments criminalize a broad range of behaviors. The collateral consequences that attend these municipal convictions are stark. From immigration to employment, the shadow of a municipal conviction can prevent the rehabilitated and even the innocent from reintegrating into society and moving on with their lives. The idea of a mayor wielding the pardon power may conjure fears of corruption and favoritism. But cities must be cognizant of the human consequences that come with not extending this power. As the Framers debated the clemency power in 1787, they too were concerned about the potential for abuse that this power may invite. Yet they felt the need to leave the clemency power unfettered because good policy demanded that mercy and forgiveness be a key part of the criminal justice system. In that same vein, municipalities should strive to give municipal defendants the same opportunity for clemency that state and federal defendants enjoy.
In a majority of states, it is unclear if municipal defendants can count on state action to alleviate their suffering. This is why it is incumbent on cities to use the powers afforded to them by home rule to exercise not only the power to punish but also the power to forgive. Cities regularly use home rule as the basis for an array of local actions. It is time that cities make clemency a priority and release municipal defendants from a bind that leaves them without hope of a pardon. Municipal clemency will never be a cure-all for the myriad of social problems that intersect our criminal justice system. Still, having a local authority that is empowered to grant pardons could provide relief where it is both desperately needed and otherwise unavailable.
